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During the 1985186 Antarctic summer two larger meteorites were 
discovered in the Lewis Cliff (LEW) blue ice region. These two objects were 
found about 150 meters apart from each other in an area otherwise absent of 
meteorites. The smaller meteorite LEW 85319 (3Ox24x12cm, llkg [I]) as well as 
LEW 85320 (6lx48x27cm, llOkg [Z]) were completely covered by fusion crust. 
Both meteorites showed quite similar surface textures and weathering effects. 
Because of the locality of their recovery, their similar appearance and 
mineralogical classification and their size, the meteorites LEW 85319 and LEW 
85320 are subject of a consortium study. 

To date we have analyzed seven samples from LEW 85319 and two samples from 
LEW 85320 for 1°Be and 26~1. The methods applied to process the samples 
chemically and to analyze them by accelerator mass spectrometry are described 
elsewhere [3,4,5]. Samples of LEW 85319 span the geometry of the meteorite: 
one comes from the interior, close to the center, and six other samples come 
from the opposite points of the three axis of this specimen. The two samples 
of LEW 85320 are from drill core 11. They span approximately the first nine 
centimeters of depth and are about 5cm apart from each other. All pieces were 
free of fusion crust. For LEW 85319 average 1°Be- and 26~l-concentrations of 
20.3 + 1.2 dpmlkg and 45.3 + 1.6 dpmlkg, respectively, were obtained. The 
average 26~l-content of LEW 85320 is 58.3 f 6.3 dpmlkg. All data are 
normalized to Be- and Al-standards kindly provided by K.Nishiizumi 
(lOBe 1 9~e=1x10'11, 2 6 ~ 1 /  27~1=2x10-12) . loge-measurements for LEW 85320 are in 
progress. Both 1°Be- as well as 26~l-concentrations show clear variations. 
For LEW 85319 both radionuclide concentrations increased by about 15% in a 
direction roughly parallel to the major axis. The 26~l-activities in LEW 
85320 show an increase consistent with that found in LEW 85319. At present, 
little else is known about shielding. 

"LEU 85319" - The observed mean 1°Be-activity of specimen LEW 85319 agrees 
well with an average production rate of 20.7 + 1.2 dpmlkg for Antarctic 
chondrites [6], whereas the 26~l-concentration appears too low by about 20X 
in comparison to the average production rate of 56.1 f 1.0 dpm/kg [ 7 ] .  
Studies on the production rate patterns of cosmic-ray-produced nuclides in 
the two H-chondrites ALHA 78084 (r=14cm [8]) and Bansur (rA=15cm [9]), and in 
the L-chondrite Udaipur (rA=9cm [9]) revealed production rates of about 18-20 
dpmlkg for 1°Be and 45-50 dpmlkg for 2 6 ~ 1  [6,8]. The lower 26~l-contents of 
LEW 85319 may indicate a small meteoroid with a simple irradiation history 
and an exposure age greater then 8x106a and a terrestrial residence time of 
~ < l x l 0 ~ a .  However, none of these three meteorites (ALHA 78084, Bansur and 
Udaipur) showed a detectable depth effect in production rates [6,8,9]. 
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On the other hand, the weathering grade (b/c [I]) and the relatively low 
26~l-content may signal a considerable terrestrial residence time. Assuming 
mean shielding conditions, a terrestrial age of about 2x105a can be estimated 
based on the average 26~l-production rate in chondrites. This terrestrial 
age, in turn, leads to a mean 10~e-production rate that exceeds slightly the 
averaged saturation activity. Similar observations - high 10~e-production 
rates and strong depth dependence of 1°Be and 2 6 ~ 1  - have been reported for 
the two LL6-chondrites St.Severin (r=25cm) 1101 and Keyes (r=25cm) 
[11,12], and in the L5-chondrite Knyahinya (r=45cm) [6,13]. Evidently, the 
H5-chondrite LEW 85319 can be a smaller fragment of a meteorite with a 
minimum preatmospheric radius of about 20cm. The major axis of this object 
was then most likely directed towards the center of the meteoroid. As LEW 
85319 was completely covered by fusion crust, this meteoroid may have 
suffered a break-up probably in the upper atmosphere of the earth. 

"LEW 85320. - The 26~1-data of LEW 85320 also indicate a clear depth 
dependence in this specimen. The strong increase with depth (from 52.0 f 4.4 
dpmlkg to 64.4 f 5.8 dpmlkg) and, more significantly, the absolute level of 
the activity makes it likely that the samples are close to the preatmospheric 
center of this meteorite. 

A possible linkage based on the 26~l-concentrations of both meteorites might 
support a pairing of LEW 85319 and LEW 85320, as suggested by quite similar 
weathering grades, mineralogical similarities, locality of recovery and the 
fact that both specimens are completely covered by fusion crust. This, in 
turn, would indicate a variation of the 26~1- roduction rate of about 25% 
with depth. A terrestrial age of about 2x10 a would then imply 26~1- 
saturation activities exceeding the average production rate by about 20%. 
Among ordinary chondrites with known depth profiles, a similar observation 
has thus far only been made for the L5-chondrite Knyahinya [6,13]. 

On the other hand, the 26~l-contents of LEU 85320 agrees well with the mean 
production rate. Consequently, this stone could have a short terrestrial age 
and both meteorites must be regarded as separate falls. 

To derive more reliable information it is of considerable interest to analyze 
additional samples from LEW 85320 as well as to obtain data on shielding 
parameters, track data and 36~l-activities. 
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